Discussion Facilitators

What is a Discussion Facilitator?
A Sustainable Works Discussion Facilitator assists the Crew Leader by engaging other Crew Members in the topic discussion. Facilitators are interested in the topic being discussed and will be the first to share their findings, reflections and any materials they bring to the meeting.

Available topics:
- water
- energy
- waste
- chemicals
- transportation
- shopping/food

Responsibilities of a Discussion Facilitator

In order to be prepared for this role, Discussion Facilitators need to do the following:
- During the Orientation meeting sign up by selecting the topic they would like to facilitate
- Meet with their Crew Leader a week before the meeting they are interested in facilitating.
- DF selects either the Current Events Activity or the Show & Tell Activity and follow steps
  - Remember if they will be showing a video they must fill out a ‘Student Request to Show Video’ form